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a team of experts
BUGSENG team is composed of highly skilled researchers
and software engineers with 25+ years of experience
in software verification, static analysis, language and
coding standards including MISRA.
With safety requirements in mind, as well as developers’
needs and daily difficulties in all industry sectors,
BUGSENG has developed an innovative tool for software
verification: ECLAIR.
ECLAIR is designed to work side by side with
developers and quality assurance personnel. The hardest
part of the configuration, namely the adaptation to the
compiler toolchain and the particular language dialect(s)
used in the project, is fully automatic.
In other words, the error-prone activities have been
eliminated and, with those, the stress and time waste
suffered with other tools. Basic but reliable
analysis of the code can start in minutes after installation.
Our customers are never alone: you can count on our
team for all the technical support you may need, every
step of the way.

Book a free MISRA strategy call

industries

products
is a powerful platform for the automatic
analysis and verification
of C and C++ programs. It is suitable for light verification
tasks that can be run right on the developer’s desktop, as
well as for tough analyses to be run in batch mode.

REPORT ACCURACY
ECLAIR reporting facilities have no equal in the market.
Detailed reports are interactive and the quality of messages
is extremely high (tracking of macro expansion and header
file inclusion, view sources before and after preprocessing,
dynamically select what you want to work on now or
postpone for later, ...). “Summary reports can be produced
in a variety of formats, including pure text, spreadsheet,
Word (DOC) and OpenDocument (ODF) format.” The
quality of ECLAIR ODF reports is so high that they can be
handed directly to the organization commissioning the
project in order to demonstrate MISRA compliance.

SUPERIOR RELIABILITY
Analysis reports are strictly tied to the code that is
eventually executed, i.e., ECLAIR analyzes the real thing,
not something else. In fact, ECLAIR automatically interacts
with the toolchain in order to obtain reliable results and
save your time. Thanks to its ability to intercept all toolchain
components (compilers, assemblers, librarians, linkers), it

supports all kinds of makefile-based, script-based or hybrid
build systems. Most popular C/C++ compilers and cross
compilers are supported, including ARM, CodeWarrior,
Cosmic Software, CrossWorks, GCC and its derivatives,
Green Hills, HighTec, IAR, Intel, Keil Software, MPLAB,
Microsoft, QNX, Renesas Electronics, SOFTUNE, TASKING,
Texas Instruments, Wind River, and clang/LLVM.

COMMAND LINE, GUI & IDE INTERFACES
With ECLAIR, everything can be done from the command
line for automation and reproducibility, but a very easy-touse GUI is available for day-to-day work. The productivity
attainable using ECLAIR when interfaced with IDEs leaves
competitors far behind. In addition ECLAIR has great
supports for continuous integration systems such a Jenkins.
See it by yourself: navigate to https://eclairit.com,
where you can see ECLAIR in action in a CI system on
several open-source projects.

BOTTOM LINE
It is easy to make the ECLAIR decision. It is relatively
inexpensive to acquire, easy to integrate into the daily
work life of developers, and produces vastly superior results
that result in cost savings and improved productivity, as
well as improved overall quality.
* All trademarks used in this document are recognized as such.
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The most extensive
coverage of BARR-C
available on the market

• BARR-C:2018

MC2

MC3

MP1

MISRA C:2004

MISRA C:2012
Revision 1
Amendment 2

MISRA C++:2008

• Autosar C:2009
• His metrics

ECLAIR BUG FINDER

• Bug finder

Very fast static analyzer
able to detect and report
bugs and weaknesses
that can lead to crashes,
misbehaviors and security
vulnerabilities.

• Dozens of our services
and metrics
• Project Organization
	Checker

ECLAIR PROJECT ORGANIZATION CHECKER
For the automatic checking of the system architecture,
independence and freedom from interference
of software components.

B

package is bundled with all MISRA
packages at no extra cost

MISRA
The MISRA standards are the most authoritative
coding standards for the development of high-integrity
systems, including safety-and security-critical systems.
They are rigorous, carefully maintained and updated
by qualified working groups (BUGSENG has one
expert in the “MISRA C” and one expert in the
“MISRA C++” working groups), and they are de-facto
standards in all industry sectors that rely on software
to provide critical functionality.

tool qualification
ECLAIR Qualification Kits provide direct, explicit support
for the most common functional-safety standards:
RTCA DO-178-C/DO-330
Aerospace

CENELEC EN 50128
Railway

IEC 61508
Industrial

ECSS-Q-ST-80C
Space

Qualification Kit is for you if
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BUGSENG highly-qualified personnel
join forces with customers’ safety teams
in taking care of ECLAIR qualification
following the prescriptions of functional
safety standards.
We will reproduce your ECLAIR
operational environment and particular
ECLAIR use case, and provide you with
the corresponding ECLAIR Qualification
Report along with all the required
supporting evidence to justify the use of
ECLAIR in your project.

ISO 26262
Automotive

IEC 62304
Medical

Qualification Service is for you if

ECLAIR qualification will be a recurring
task for your company

ECLAIR qualification may be a one-time
task for your company

You have both suitably qualified
personnel and the time to perform the
qualification in-house

You lack time or manpower (we can do
the qualification for you in 10 working
days)

You are willing to write the qualification
report yourself (the qualification kit
provides crucial guidance on how to do
that properly)

You prefer not having to produce the
qualification report yourself and would
like us to do it properly for you

You want all the evidence of the
qualification work to be in your hands,
along with the ability to repeat the
validation process at any time

You only need the qualification report
and safety manual: all the remaining
artifacts (including test cases) can
remain with BUGSENG

eclair is certified
ECLAIR FuSa Pack completes the ECLAIR functional safety ecosystem:
it facilitates and accelerates the development of functional-safety applications
in most industry sectors.
The ECLAIR FuSa Pack can be licensed for single projects or for multiple
projects.

What is included in the FuSa Pack
TÜV SÜD certificate according to:
•
•
•
•
•

IEC 61508:2010 for any SIL;
ISO 26262:2018 for any ASIL;
EN 50128:2011 + A2:2020 for any SIL;
IEC 62304:2006 + Amd 1:2015 for any software safety class;
ISO 25119:2018 + Amd 1:2020 for any SRL.

ECLAIR Safety and Security Manual, which contains all you need to know
on the use of ECLAIR for the development of safety-related systems
TÜV SÜD technical report detailing their examination of the ECLAIR
Software Verification Platform with respect to functional safety
Generous number of hours of consultancy services to facilitate the
qualification process

services
ONLINE TRAINING

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Effective MISRA C,
our best-seller, is a professional training course
on MISRA C:2012 Revision 1, including the latest
amendments and addenda.
The course has been designed for the smooth and
successful adoption of MISRA C into an organization.
Lectures, exercises, tests, hands-on sessions and,
optionally, a final exam, will significantly strengthen the
skills and competences of teams involved in the design,
development and verification of critical embedded
software systems.

BUGSENG technical support team members are
product and technology experts with deep experience
in the diverse coding standards and development
environments used in industry. We are striving to
provide our customers with continuous innovation and
the highest levels of support.
BUGSENG offers to its customers online and self-help
support in addition to online issue-tracking tools for
case submission, monitoring and updating.

MISRA Compliance for Project Managers,
a professional training course for all managers
involved in the negotiation, planning, execution
and assessment of MISRA requirements, with
compounding benefits for the entire organization.

All trainings are live and interactive

CONSULTING & VERIFICATION
We help customers assure the quality of the code
created inside and outside their organization and help
them address quality and security requirements and
coding standards. In particular, we have extensive
experience in the application of the MISRA coding
standards to new as well as existing projects.
BUGSENG engineers regularly conduct software audit
reviews and coding standards compliance verification;
they also provide support in the definition of refactoring
plans to gradually bring the source code base into
compliance.

our partners

quality matters

WE ARE CERTIFIED

BUGSENG’s quality system has been certified
by TÜV Italia (TÜV SÜD Group) to comply
with the requirements of UNI EN ISO 9001:2015
for the “Design, development, maintenance
and support of tools for software verification and
validation (IAF 33).

Distributor for DACH countries

北京西能电子科技发展有限公司

Siener

Beijing Siener Electronics Tech. Development Ltd .

Reseller for China

1.
2.

Company Name: Beijing Siener Electronics Tech. Development Co. Ltd.
Add.: Rm318, West 29th Building , HengXin Business Plaza, No.61 FuXing Road, HaiDian District, Beijing, PRC
(100036)

3.
4.

Tel： +86-10-85791747 and +86-13910762622
Logo： in the above head

Siener

Join our social community

Distributor for APAC countries

北京西能电子科技发展有限公司
Beijing Siener Electronics Tech. Development Ltd .

5.
6.

website： www.siener.cn
email: sales@siener.cn

7.

company introduction

Beijing Siener startup as an comprehensive embedded toolchains Value-added distributor and engineering servicer
in automotive electronics since May, 2011. She is expertized in multicore architectures processors, eg. Infineon Tricore/
Aurix , and offer leading technical and commercial supports to local leading Automotive OEMs/tier1 with
complementary toolchains, covering from powertrain applications, ISO26262, Electrical Vehicles and Autonomous
driving applications. Beijing Siener has a professional technical team with over 10 years R&D experience in
Tricore/Aurix from embedded software development to software testing, offering persistent and in-time technical
supports to their customers. With additional Bugseng ECLAIR, customers will get extra resource and power to their new
products in their software development process.
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